The free electron laser (FEL) simulation code FELEX is used to examine the operation of stable -unstable FEL resonators. These resonators are stable along one transverse axis and unstable along the orthogonal transverse axis. The simulations utilize a ring resonator with an intracavity focus in the unstable plane near the center of the wiggler (close to the same axial position as the waist in the stable plane) thereby enhancing the coupling between the optical and electron beams. Asymmetric output scraping is performed in the back leg of the ring using a reflective mirror inserted from one side of the unstable axis. Resonators with relatively low equivalent Fresnel number (i Neq I < 10) and magnification OW 1.2) are examined. Optical characteristics including the cavity mode profile at various positions inside the resonator are shown.
INTRODUCTION
The construction of laser oscillators with very high circulating powers requires the use of totally reflective optical elements. Such elements minimize the absorption of optical power and allow for mirror substrate cooling across the entire mirror aperture. Stable resonators employing these optical elements can only be out -coupled using either diffractive elements', halo scrapers or hole couplers. Unfortunately, each of these techniques suffers from at least one drawback. Diffraction gratings of significant size are difficult to fabricate and have significant losses; halo scrapers produce annular output beams that have inferior focus intensities and hole couplers produce a loss of on -axis intracavity intensity that reduces laser efficiency. One can avoid the use of these techniques by allowing the cavity geometry along one transverse axis to become unstable, such that an output coupling scheme previously described 2 -5 can be employed. This scheme involves asymmetrically scraping one edge of the ciculating optical beam as shown in Figure 1 . The position of the scraper edge dictates the size of the optical mode along the unstable axis. Since the cavity has a focus in the unstable plane, output scraping of only one side of the optical beam is required to limit the mode size at both edges. This is a consequence of the field inversion that occurs at the focus. Thus, each edge of the mode is scraped on every other pass through the cavity. This output coupling scheme also has the advantage that a filled -in output beam is produced which propagates to a central peak in the far field.
A study has been undertaken to examine the properties of this type of resonator for free electron laser applications. The three -dimensional code FELEX6 is being used to model both the optical propagation in the resonator and the interaction of the optical mode with the electron beam inside the wiggler. In Section 2 initial simulations are compared to previously published unstable cavity mode profiles for code validation purposes. These simulations include linear and ring geometries with and without intracavity foci. Simulation of the cavity of a stable -unstable dye laser currently in operation is conducted in Section 3. Subsequent simulations of the stable -unstable resonator with a FEL as the active gain medium are given in Section 4.
BARE -CAVITY SIMULATIONS
Prior to this work, FELEX was primarily used to investigate the operation of FELs employing stable resonators. One primary difference between stable and unstable resonator simulations is the high transverse spatial frequencies introduced by aperturing (or scraping) in the unstable direction. Owing to the discrete nature of the simulation, the discontinuity in the optical field imposed by these apertures can give rise to aliasing of the field at subsequent propagation locations. The following three techniques were used to control these high spatial frequency components.
INTRODUCTION
The construction of laser oscillators with very high circulating powers requires the use of totally reflective optical elements. Such elements minimize the absorption of optical power and allow for mirror substrate cooling across the entire mirror aperture. Stable resonators employing these optical elements can only be out-coupled using either diffractive elements 1 , halo scrapers or hole couplers. Unfortunately, each of these techniques suffers from at least one drawback. Diffraction gratings of significant size are difficult to fabricate and have significant losses; halo scrapers produce annular output beams that have inferior focus intensities and hole couplers produce a loss of on-axis intracavity intensity that reduces laser efficiency. One can avoid the use of these techniques by allowing the cavity geometry along one transverse axis to become unstable, such that an output coupling scheme previously described 2~5 can be employed. This scheme involves asymmetrically scraping one edge of the ciculating optical beam as shown in Figure 1 . The position of the scraper edge dictates the size of the optical mode along the unstable axis. Since the cavity has a focus in the unstable plane, output scraping of only one side of the optical beam is required to limit the mode size at both edges. This is a consequence of the field inversion that occurs at the focus. Thus, each edge of the mode is scraped on every other pass through the cavity. This output coupling scheme also has the advantage that a filled-in output beam is produced which propagates to a central peak in the far field.
A study has been undertaken to examine the properties of this type of resonator for free electron laser applications. The three-dimensional code FELEX6 is being used to model both the optical propagation in the resonator and the interaction of the optical mode with the electron beam inside the wiggler. In Section 2 initial simulations are compared to previously published unstable cavity mode profiles for code validation purposes. These simulations include linear and ring geometries with and without intracavity foci. Simulation of the cavity of a stable-unstable dye laser currently in operation is conducted in Section 3. Subsequent simulations of the stable-unstable resonator with a FEL as the active gain medium are given in Section 4.
BARE-CAVITY SIMULATIONS
Aperture Apodization: the transmission (T) of the optical field near the edge of hard apertures was changed from a step function to a smoothly varying sinusoidal function of the form T= Z{i+fl {ix;:a:aPI} Ix-xapl5hap (1) where xap is the location of the aperture edge and hap is the half -width of the apodization region. The half -width is specified by an integer number of grid points and was typically 2 to 4 depending on the grid resolution. Although the field values on the grid are a piecewise approximation of the expression in Eq.(1), significant reductions in aliasing can be achieved with apodization over just a few grid points. Care was taken to keep the half -width of the apodization region small enough so that the physics of the problem being studied was not altered. The cavity mode would be significantly changed if the deviation in the radius of the aperture introduced by the apodization modified the equivalent Fresnel number of the resonator by unity. Therefore, the half -width of the apodization was chosen to keep ANeq Spatial Frequency Filtering: The algorithm used to propagate the optical field in free -space involves the use of fast Fourier transforms (FFT). In transform space the large wavenumber values will appear at the edges of the 2 -D field array. These large wavenumber field components can be suppressed by applying an apodized "wavenumber aperture" to the electric field transform array. In FELEX this filter has the
where kmax is the maximum wavenumber allowed by the grid such that kap /kmax is the normalized input wavenumber specifying where the filtering begins. As with the spatial apodizer, one must take care not to change the problem by excessively filtering in Fourier space. A reasonable guideline for the truncation of spatial frequencies is given by
where Amin is the shortest transverse wavelength remaining after filtering. When employed, this filtering procedure is performed at each propagation step through the resonator.
Aperturing at a Focus: Since the optical field profile at a focus is just a scaled version of the Fourier transform of the electric field, one can filter out the high frequency spatial components by introducing an aperture at the focus that scrapes off the wings of the field. The application of this technique differs from the above case in that the truncation of the higher spatial frequencies is imposed more abruptly and at only specific positions in the resonator.
Cavities with low equivalent Fresnel numbers were modeled using one or more of the previously described filtering techniques to control aliasing. Low Fresnel number cavities were chosen to minimize the amount of transverse resolution required to adequately resolve the problem. A transverse grid of 128x 128 was commonly used. The propagation algorithm used an expanding grid coordinate system, similar to that described by Sziklas and Siegman7. The size of the grid was initially set equal to 2.5 times the geometric size of the beam in the resonator. When modeling resonators with symmetric scrapers, an interpolator was used to magnify the remaining field, thereby maintaining optimum resolution.
As an initial test case, a symmetric standing -wave resonator with M = 1.42 and NeQ = .52 was chosen. The mode profile obtained was in close agreement with that given by Rensch and Chester8.
Next, an attempt to model a confocal ring resonator with M = -1.42, and NeQ = -3.12 was made. The ring configuration is shown in Figure 2 . Note that the ring incorporates transmissive optics while an actual high -power resonator would employ cylindrical or spherical mirrors. Although the ring has a negative magnification and equivalent Fresnel number (owing to the intracavity focus), the mode pattern at the output scraper will be identical to the mode pattern on either mirror of a positive branch symmetric resonator if the magnitudes of M and NeQ for the two resonators are identical. To calculate the Fresnel number of the ring Aperture Apodization: the transmission (T) of the optical field near the edge of hard apertures was changed from a step function to a smoothly varying sinusoidal function of the form where xap is the location of the aperture edge and hap is the half-width of the apodization region. The half-width is specified by an integer number of grid points and was typically 2 to 4 depending on the grid resolution. Although the field values on the grid are a piecewise approximation of the expression in Eq.(l), significant reductions in aliasing can be achieved with apodization over just a few grid points. Care was taken to keep the half-width of the apodization region small enough so that the physics of the problem being studied was not altered. The cavity mode would be significantly changed if the deviation in the radius of the aperture introduced by the apodization modified the equivalent Fresnel number of the resonator by unity. Therefore, the half-width of the apodization was chosen to keep &Neq <C 1.
Spatial Frequency Filtering: The algorithm used to propagate the optical field in free-space involves the use of fast Fourier transforms (FFT). In transform space the large wavenumber values will appear at the edges of the 2-D field array. These large wavenumber field components can be suppressed by applying an apodized "wavenumber aperture" to the electric field transform array. In FELEX this filter has the form
here A:maa; is the maximum wavenumber allowed by the grid such that kap /kmax is the normalized input wavenumber specifying where the filtering begins. As with the spatial apodizer, one must take care not to change the problem by excessively filtering in Fourier space. A reasonable guideline for the truncation of spatial frequencies is given by
where Amt-n is the shortest transverse wavelength remaining after filtering. When employed, this filtering procedure is performed at each propagation step through the resonator.
Cavities with low equivalent Fresnel numbers were modeled using one or more of the previously described filtering techniques to control aliasing. Low EYesnel number cavities were chosen to minimize the amount of transverse resolution required to adequately resolve the problem. A transverse grid of 128x128 was commonly used. The propagation algorithm used an expanding grid coordinate system, similar to that described by Sziklas and Siegman7 . The size of the grid was initially set equal to 2.5 times the geometric size of the beam in the resonator. When modeling resonators with symmetric scrapers, an interpolator was used to magnify the remaining field, thereby maintaining optimum resolution.
As an initial test case, a symmetric standing-wave resonator with M = 1.42 and Neq = .52 was chosen. The mode profile obtained was in close agreement with that given by Rensch and Chester8 .
Next, an attempt to model a confocal ring resonator with M = 1.42, and Neq = 3.12 was made. The ring configuration is shown in Figure 2 . Note that the ring incorporates transmissive optics while an actual high-power resonator would employ cylindrical or spherical mirrors. Although the ring has a negative magnification and equivalent Fresnel number (owing to the intracavity focus), the mode pattern at the output scraper will be identical to the mode pattern on either mirror of a positive branch symmetric resonator if the magnitudes of M and Neq for the two resonators are identical. To calculate the Fresnel number of the ring we use the property° that the reciprocal of the cavity Fresnel number is equal to the sum of the reciprocal Fresnel numbers of the individual segments of the cavity. With the help of Figure 2 , the collimated Fresnel number of the ring can be expressed N;1' = A {L1 -L2 + L3 a2 M M2 (4) where a is the aperture half -width. Using this relation in conjunction with the expression for Ney given by M2 -1 Ney 2M2 Ne (4) the various cavity lengths can be chosen to obtain the desired M and Neg.
Initial simulations produced mode patterns that deviated significantly from those given by Rensch and Chester°. However, by placing an aperture at the intracavity focus, an intensity profile closely resembling the pattern given in [8] was achieved. Figure 3a and 3b show the mode pattern from [8] and from the FELEX simulation with,focal aperturing. Since the exact filtering algorithm used in [8] was not specified by the authors, a closer comparison could not be performed. An additional comparison was made of the mode pattern obtained analytically by Rodgers and Erkkila10. They conducted calculations for a standing -wave resonator with M = 2.5 and Neq = 3.12. This resonator was modeled again using a negative branch ring configuration with the same parameter magnitudes. To control aliasing, apodization over 4 grid points was employed and an aperture was placed at the focus. The lowest order mode pattern from their paper is given in Figure 4a while the simulation result is given in Figure 4b . The results of these comparisons indicated that the FFT propagator in FELEX was adequate for modeling unstable resonator geometries.
EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON
A stable -unstable ring laser has been constructed at MRC-Albuquerque. The resonator has near confocal geometry with astigmatism introduced to make the ring unstable in one dimension. The magnification of the cavity was kept low ([M[ = 1.2) to limit the the output coupling. This keeps the saturated single -pass gain in the FEL simulation relatively low (10-30 %). As a result, the amount of mode distortion' 1 caused by the gain in the narrow electron beam will not significantly alter the mode shape of the bare -cavity resonator. In the experiment a laser dye tube provided the active gain media.
The equivalent resonator depicted in Figure 5 was used to model the experimental resonator. The simulation converged after approximately 20 passes to a loss of ^-14% per pass. Transverse profiles in the unstable direction of the experimental mode and the mode from the simulation are shown in Figure 6 . Clean gaussian mode profiles were obtained in the orthogonal transverse plane both experimentally and in the simulation.
STABLE -UNSTABLE FEL SIMULATIONS
A modification of the propagation algorithm had to be made before the FEL interaction could be included in the simulation model. FELEX uses a fixed (non -expanding) grid inside the wiggler. A finite difference algorithm is used in this region so that the optical source due to the electrons can be added in as the optical field is stepped through the wiggler. As a final check, the finite difference propagator was tried through the wiggler region with no electron beam present. The results obtained were identical to the previous simulations using only the FFT propagator.
A scaled (with identical M and Neg) version of the experimental stable -unstable ring analyzed in Section 3 was modeled. The cavity dimensions were increased so that the Rayleigh range was equal to the length of typical experimental wigglers (= 1 meter). Approximately 20 passes were required for the optical mode to converge in the unstable direction. Then, depending on the amplitude of the initial optical field, the circulating power in the cavity increased until saturation was reached. Initial simulations produced mode patterns that deviated significantly from those given by Rensch and Chester8 . However, by placing an aperture at the intracavity focus, an intensity profile closely resembling the pattern given in [8] was achieved. Figure 3a and 3b show the mode pattern from [8] and from the FELEX simulation with. focal aperturing. Since the exact filtering algorithm used in [8] was not specified by the authors, a closer comparison could not be performed. An additional comparison was made of the mode pattern obtained analytically by Rodgers and Erkkila10 . They conducted calculations for a standing-wave resonator with M 2.5 and Neq = 3.12. This resonator was modeled again using a negative branch ring configuration with the same parameter magnitudes. To control aliasing, apodization over 4 grid points was employed and an aperture was placed at the focus. The lowest order mode pattern from their paper is given in Figure 4a while the simulation result is given in Figure 4b . The results of these comparisons indicated that the FFT propagator in FELEX was adequate for modeling unstable resonator geometries.
EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON
A stable-unstable ring laser has been constructed at MRC-Albuquerque. The resonator has near confocal geometry with astigmatism introduced to make the ring unstable in one dimension. The magnification of the cavity was kept low (|M| ~ 1.2) to limit the the output coupling. This keeps the saturated single-pass gain in the FEL simulation relatively low (1Q~ 30%). As a result, the amount of mode distortion11 caused by the gain in the narrow electron beam will not significantly alter the mode shape of the bare-cavity resonator. In the experiment a laser dye tube provided the active gain media.
The equivalent resonator depicted in Figure 5 was used to model the experimental resonator. The simulation converged after approximately 20 passes to a loss of ~ 14% per pass. Transverse profiles in the unstable direction of the experimental mode and the mode from the simulation are shown in Figure 6 . Clean gaussian mode profiles were obtained in the orthogonal transverse plane both experimentally and in the simulation.
STABLE-UNSTABLE FEL SIMULATIONS
A modification of the propagation algorithm had to be made before the FEL interaction could be included in the simulation model. FELEX uses a fixed (non-expanding) grid inside the wiggler. A finite difference algorithm is used in this region so that the optical source due to the electrons can be added in as the optical field is stepped through the wiggler. As a final check, the finite difference propagator was tried through the wiggler region with no electron beam present. The results obtained were identical to the previous simulations using only the FFT propagator.
A scaled (with identical M and Neq ) version of the experimental stable-unstable ring analyzed in Section 3 was modeled. The cavity dimensions were increased so that the Rayleigh range was equal to the length of typical experimental wigglers (~ 1 meter). Approximately 20 passes were required for the optical mode to converge in the unstable direction. Then, depending on the amplitude of the initial optical field, the circulating power in the cavity increased until saturation was reached. A 3-D plot of the transverse electric field at the end of the wiggler is given in Figure 7 . The mode in the unstable direction has several side lobes (caused by the high transverse spatial frequencies) while the mode in the stable direction has a narrow gaussian dependence. The size of the optical mode was chosen so that the central lobe of the optical mode was approximately twice the size of the electron beam. This assured that virtually all the electrons interacted efficiently.
The output beam scraped off one side of the unstable direction in the back leg of the resonator is shown in Figure 8a . Since the beam is unobscured, it can be focused to a narrow spot as shown in Figure 8b . This focusing ability is crucial for applications where high intensity is desired.
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that FELEX is an effective tool for addressing the usefulness of stable -unstable resonators for free electron laser applications. Good agreement has been obtained both with previously published unstable mode profiles and with the experimentally measured mode profiles of the stable -unstable laser currently operating at Mission Research Corporation in Albuquerque. The simulations show that a clean output beam can be obtained using an asymmetric scraper in conjunction with the stable -unstable FEL cavity configuration. More simulations will be required to determine the operating characteristics of such resonators for high power applications. field at the end of the wiggler is given in Figure 7 . The mode in the unstable direction has several side lobes (caused by the high transverse spatial frequencies) while the mode in the stable direction has a narrow gaussian dependence. The size of the optical mode was chosen so that the central lobe of the optical mode was approximately twice the size of the electron beam. This assured that virtually all the electrons interacted efficiently.
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